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 It was only released in the arcades, and did not appear on a home console until now. The game has stunning graphics, smooth
gameplay and offers a total of 45 single-player levels. The game was also awarded with a Game Arts Award for the best original
game of the year. The story of Strikers 1945 II is about a group of soldiers from the Allied Forces, who take part in a game. The
question is, can the Allies defeat the Axis in the best possible way? The game consists of 45 levels and each level can be played
three times. The goal of each level is to destroy all the enemies before they destroy the Allied fighter jets. The different types of

enemies are tanks, rocket launchers and fighters. When an enemy dies it explodes, and the credits start rolling. Every single
enemy you defeat gives you a new tank, rocket launcher or fighter. The weapons can be used as much as possible, and new

weapons can be purchased. If you destroy enemies using the EX Flare the win condition will be changed. The game is easy to
play, hard to master. The masterpiece of Psikyo shooter! Strikers 1945 II is a vertical-scrolling shooter game that first appeared
in arcades in 1997. It was only released in the arcades, and did not appear on a home console until now. The game has stunning
graphics, smooth gameplay and offers a total of 45 single-player levels. The game was also awarded with a Game Arts Award

for the best original game of the year. The story of Strikers 1945 II is about a group of soldiers from the Allied Forces, who take
part in a game. The question is, can the Allies defeat the Axis in the best possible way? The game consists of 45 levels and each
level can be played three times. The goal of each level is to destroy all the enemies before they destroy the Allied fighter jets.
The different types of enemies are tanks, rocket launchers and fighters. When an enemy dies it explodes, and the credits start
rolling. Every single enemy you defeat gives you a new tank, rocket launcher or fighter. The weapons can be used as much as
possible, and new weapons can be purchased. If you destroy enemies using the EX Flare the win condition will be changed.
From Aion Wiki: The Aion Roleplaying Wiki is a roleplaying game community that is dedicated to the role playing game

developed by NCSoft (now known as Aion Online) and the Aion video game. Team Members: 82157476af
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